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Avalon School Students Plant
Tubestock
Twenty-six students from Class 5NC at Avalon Public School came to
help plant along Careel
Creek on Monday April 2.
Teachers Norma Campey
and Sylvia Sasczcak, several parents and Pittwater Council staff came to
help as well.
Careel Creek's banks
were masses of weeds a
few years ago but now
lots of local native plants
have replaced the weeds
and are growing at amazing speed.
The latest work is funded
by a Community Action
Grant to PNHA, in partnership with Pittwater
Council.
We aim to establish a
bushland corridor between Avalon Dunes and
Careel Bay and are well
on the way to achieving
that.
Much nicer too for the
many walkers and cyclists who use the creek track west of Barrenjoey
High.

PNHA Activities
Bush Regeneration Weekend
April 20-22 at Pittwater YHA
We’re offering a fifth weekend here, to build on the
great progress already made against Asparagus Fern.
For two mornings of bush regeneration, guests enjoy
bargain accommodation, free dinners and lunches,
guided walks and talks about the area’s flora, fauna
and history. Friendly wallabies, majestic Spotted
Gums, satisfying work in good company.
There is space for only 30 people here, so bring your
friends and book early.
Cost: $15 as a contribution (a $50 booking fee applies with $35 refund on arrival) .
Option: Come for one day and stay for BBQ lunch .
Bookings essential: Contact Pittwater YHA at
pittwater@yha.com.au or phone 9999 5748.
Our Pittwater Estuary Care grant subsidises this
weekend, which is supported by National Parks and
Wildlife Service, Morning Bay Bushcare group and
Pittwater YHA.

Asparagus Fern Out Day,
Barrenjoey Dunes Saturday May 12
We’ll continue to attack Asparagus Fern on Barrenjoey Dunes near the headland. Last year we made
great progress, so let’s give this pest another thrashing!
Morning Tea & Gourmet Lunch provided.
When/where: 8.30am, meet at far end of Governor
Phillip Park carpark, ends with lunch at 1.00 pm.
Wear: enclosed shoes, long sleeves and trousers.
Bring: strong gloves, a drink, hat. Tools provided.
RSVP for catering: 9918 9170, 9918 3368, 0439 409
202 or pnhainfo@gmail.com
Sponsors: DATS Environmental Services, HNCMA,
NPWS and Pittwater Council.
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Clean Up Australia Day, March 4
Six volunteers at our site near the Shell service station at
Avalon collected three bags of recyclables and two of rubbish.

PNHA Birdwatching, March 11
Following days of rain, the weather was fine and mild, a
perfect morning for the PNHA Birdwatchers’ very first
outing. Deep Creek was sparkling after all the rain. Our
party of twelve birdwatchers recorded 32 species, the
highlight being Glossy Black Cockatoos, a species listed as
vulnerable under the NSW Threatened Species Conservation Act.
The resident Azure Kingfisher was also sighted, as well as a
Rufous Fantail and Leaden Flycatchers, summer migrants
about to head north as our cooler weather begins. The
company was convivial and helpful. A great start for PNHA
Birdwatchers.
To join our next outing contact our new PNHA Birdwatching Group on 9944 6271 or email
pnhabirdwatching@gmail.com
Kerry Smith

PNHA Submissions
1. DA for Shoptop housing and landscaping at
223 Plateau Road, Bilgola Plateau
This includes 5 units, underground parking and associated
landscaping. The land is zoned appropriately but the DA
includes the loss of many mature local native trees, including one on the road reserve. Our grounds for objection
were that the project was of excessive bulk and scale for
the location and that the loss of a tree on public land for
the benefit of the developer was unacceptable. Council
rejected the staff’s recommendation to approve the DA. A
Land and Environment Court hearing will take place on the
site on Thursday April 19.
2. Rezoning and sale of Lot 3, Kitchener Park, on
Pittwater Road, Mona Vale
This land is just to the south of Mona Vale Bowling Club.
Council proposes disposing of this land to fund replacement of the current skatepark facility. We objected to this
on the grounds that while we support a better skatepark,
selling public land, particularly this area, containing many
healthy native trees is not the way to fund it. As Pittwater’s residential development continues, we should retain
tree cover and open space. We consider a better site could
be found for the skate park.
We visited the site for a look around in February. Land
adjacent to the present skate park, bowling club and golf
course is in dire need of weed control. A drainage line
smothered with weeds nevertheless had an open water
area with Pacific Black Ducks with some late season ducklings and a Buff Banded Rail hopped onto the lantana to
look at us. This whole area could be most attractive with
suitable bushland restoration.

Azure Kingfisher, Image: Nevil Lazarus. This brilliant little Azure Kingfisher nests in holes in
the bank.

We must not sell off land like this – this is an attempt at raising
money more akin to methods of developers who make a fortune
and move on. This is our Council, our land and our community.
We are not moving on.
3. Draft Road Reserve and Streetscape Management Guidelines
for Pittwater Council
One of the major distinguishing characteristics of the Pittwater
Local Government Area is its bushland setting. This is acknowledged in its 2020 Strategic Plan vision statement: “To be a vibrant sustainable community of connected villages inspired by
bush, beach and water.”
Trees on Council land are a key component of our bushland
setting, so if we want to maintain the vision into the next decade
and beyond we need to follow best practice in protecting and
replenishing these valuable assets.
Pittwater Council’s draft Road Reserve and Streetscape Management Policy and draft Streetscape Management Guidelines
which were recently on exhibition aim to provide policy direction, strategies and procedures for management of public road
reserves, consistent with its 2020 strategic plan.
Pittwater Natural Heritage Association made a submission to
Council focusing on the guidelines relating to the management
of trees. We commented on these key issues:
The value of trees
We constantly see examples of urban development threatening
Pittwater’s valuable trees, both on private land and Council road
reserves. A recent case in point is a proposed development at
223 Plateau Road Bilgola. We feel that developers should pay a
bond for each tree on Council land that is at threat from development on adjacent private land and take every measure possible to protect it. However, if after all efforts a tree can’t be
saved, then compensation must be paid to Council. This is the
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policy of Melbourne City Council, who recently charged a
developer $144,000 for the loss of three street trees.
Tree replenishment program
The program proposed by Pittwater Council is commendable, but the appropriate species of tree must be used. At
present there is a propensity to use Tuckeroo, which we
consider is developing into a weed species in Pittwater.
Education programs
We see a need for improved training of Council staff and
contractors to eliminate damaging practices such as ring
barking with whipper-snippers and scalping roots.
Measurement of performance
Pittwater Council’s 2020 strategic plan has a year 2020
target of 70% of Pittwater’s landscape covered by tree
canopy. How do we know if this will be achieved? PNHA
suggests that an annual report to Council be published so
that residents can see if Pittwater Council’s goals, policies,
guidelines and procedures are actually working.
David Palmer
4. Proposed Upgrade of Mona Vale Road
We sent a submission by online community feedback in
December 2011. The first section proposed for upgrade is
between McCarrs Creek Rd Terrey Hills and Powderworks
Rd, Ingleside. We recommended planning to provision of
fauna crossings for wildlife and traffic safety and improved
management of drainage to avoid weed plumes as road
runoff is high in plant nutrients that benefit weeds over
native plants.

Avalon Golf Course Bush
Regeneration
The African Olive hedge along Barrenjoey
Road is gradually being replaced by
coastal native plants. This project is funded by a Caring for Our Country grant to
Pittwater Environment Foundation and is
stage 2 of a long term plan to remove a
major source of this weed in Pittwater.
Volunteers work on occasional weekday
afternoons to plant more tubestock and
remove smaller weeds along the edge of
the slope. Contact Karin Nippard 9970
1363 or 0417 040 945
karin_nippard@pittwater.nsw.gov.au if
you’d like to help one afternoon- it’s great
time of day to work – cooler – and we
have a great afternoon tea.
The golf course has a surprising variety of
native plant species, and the endangered
ecological community Themeda Grasslands on coastal headlands.

Grey Butcherbird
No alarm clock could
awaken us with notes
as musical and rousing
as are the calls of the
Grey Butcherbird. Its
early morning songs
and calls are made singly, in duet and as call
and response between
male, female and juvenile. They also call in
the late afternoon, less
so during the day. Raucous cackles and mimicry are included in the
repertoire.
John Illingsworth has
just produced a marvellous video of the birds
Bayview. You can go to
YouTube and type in “Grey Butcherbird call”, or click on: http://
www.youtube.com/watch?v=ZlAb-ObjIH4&feature=g-allu&context=G222a5d9FAAAAAAAABAA
The juvenile is brown and buff and has a less developed hook on
its beak. For more information go to the website of Birds in Backyards: http://birdsinbackyards.net/species/Cracticus-torquatus
Image: Neil Fifer

Join PNHA and see our newsletters in colour
through our website. Members get an email alert
when each issue is published.

Details: http://www.threatenedspecies.environment.nsw.gov.au/tsprofile/profile.aspx?
id=20042
As well , the uncommon wattle Acacia leiocalyx, Rough Mintbush Prostanthera denticulata and Allocasuarina paludosa occur there.
Planting along Barrenjoey Road near
Kamikaze Corner
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Bilgola Creek Restoration

Spider Wasps

Themeda Grassland weeders having fun last month

A Wasp tackles a Huntsman Spider. Photo by John Kilford from Brisbane Insects
website.

Pittwater Council is running this project funded by Caring for Our
Country grant from Hawkesbury Nepean CMA. PNHA is assisting with
publicity and development of a brochure about the creek.
The valley is remarkable because it contains several completely different types of vegetation – Littoral Rainforest, Themeda Grassland and
more. So far we’ve helped with a rubbish clean up day and a weeding
day in the grassland, come of which will undergo an ecological burn
after weeding. What will come up? A variety of small herbs are members of the grassland community, so these may reappear. A community planting morning recently along the Allen Avenue pathway to the
beach will continue the transformation of this area. Come and see the
difference!
Wildlife we noticed recently included Eastern Whipbird and a Yellowfaced Whip Snake (run over on the Serpentine). This fast and elegant
snake preys on mainly on small lizards during the day. It is venomous
but not dangerous to humans.

Spot-on Wasps
Scientists are following wasps using a tiny tag
originally used to track stolen cars. The circular
plastic tags are called microdots. They are just
half a millimetre wide, about the size of the full
stop at the end of this sentence. Each microdot
is labelled with a code, which can be read under a magnifying glass.
Australian company DataDot Technology designed the dots to track stolen cars. Thieves
often disguise cars, such as by changing their colour, so microdots can
help identify a true owner. Now PhD student Michael Whitehead and
his team from the Australian National University are using microdots
to help them study the flight paths of wasps.
Just like bees, some wasps help plants to reproduce by moving pollen
between flowers. The scientists are studying a wasp species that carries the pollen of native Australian orchid flowers. The researchers
collect the wasps by coating a pin with a smell called a pheromone that
wasps are attracted to (see above). Using nail polish, they attach a microdot to the back of each wasp. Because each microdot has a different code, it is like naming the wasps so they can be identified later.
Using the microdots, Michael and his team found out how far the
wasps can fly, and have tracked the flight path of individual wasps to
see which orchid plants they visited. In the future, microdots could be
used to tag elephant tusks and rhinoceros horns to stop them being
taken illegally.
Tegan Dolstra from Science by Email 20 January 2012 (CSIRO Online Science)

During the warmer months some of the most commonly
seen wasps are those belonging to a group of spider-hunting
wasps in the family Pompilidae. These large (30-35mm) orange and black species are often seen scouring tree-bark,
foliage or any places where large bodied spiders are likely to
be found.
Huntsman spiders often fall prey to these wasps but as an
open ranging spider that doesn't construct a web perhaps
they're more easily subdued by the wasps. When located
the female wasp paralyses the spider before dragging it backwards to an excavated burrow in the soil. Sometimes the cell
is excavated after prey is taken.
A single egg is laid on the body of the hapless victim which
will provide food for the emerging wasp larva. Some pompilid
wasps are known to lay an egg on the prey of other wasps
before the comatose spider is dragged into the burrow. The
developing wasp caterpillar, after feeding, will finally pupate
within a spun cocoon to finally emerge as the adult wasp.
The spider-hunting wasp Salius bicolor is one of the more
commonly seen species in our area and the adult wasps can
sometimes be seen feeding on nectar at flowers and together
with other groups in the order Hymenoptera (Sawflies, ants
and bees) play an important role in pollination.
Other wasp groups predate on smaller spiders such as the
potter wasps (subfamily Eumeninae) which sometimes specialise on species of jumping spiders (Salticidae) to provide
food for their young.
Observations in our own yard suggest that the larger wasps
are incredibly strong and one was seen dragging a large
heavy-bodied huntsman spider upwards across window glass.
Some wasps seem unable to easily locate their burrow and
constantly drop their prey to search for it before returning.
Good advice is to never get between a Spider-hunting wasp
and its prey.
References:- The Silken Web - A Natural History of Australian Spiders. Bert Simon Brunet, Reed Books 1994 .
The Insects of Australia, CSIRO. Melbourne University Press
1991.
More info: http://australianmuseum.net.au/Spider-wasps
Gary Harris
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Avalon Rock Shelter

Biodiversity

The excavation of an Aboriginal rock shelter in Angophora Reserve provides a picture of life in Pittwater in prehistoric times.

Bio what? It’s a new word describing the incredible importance
of the relationships between different organisms. Not one organism is known that is not totally reliant on a myriad of others.

In 1988, human remains were discovered in a large cave in Angophora Reserve. As some bones and teeth were in good condition, the Coroner ordered a police investigation because of the
possibility of a recent murder. Archaeologists were in attendance
at the excavation and it was eventually concluded that the remains were those of Aboriginal people. The site was apparently
used as an Aboriginal burial place.
Almost 350kg of cultural material was excavated including shell,
stone, bones, charcoal, pigment and plant and animal remains.
Unfortunately the plant material hasn’t been analysed in detail
but the analysis of animal bone and shell remains indicates great
faunal diversity. Thirty-one different shell species were identified
from the cave, including abalone and large turban shells. The
bones of 27 terrestrial species including
11 different large macropods, bettongs,
potoroos, greater gliders and dingos
were excavated. Also found were the
remains of an Australian fur seal, many
birds, snakes, lizards, tortoises and 18
fish species.

A koala in a gum tree looks quite happy, feeding on the abundance of leaves around it. But that tree could not survive long if it
was totally denuded; koalas are very voracious. So it must produce more leaves. To do so the tree relies on the teaming fauna
in and above the soil to recycle and produce the nutrients it
needs.
They are the snails that break down the leaf litter. They are the
ants that eat the dead snails and through their excreta produce
some of the nutrients. They are the fungi which break down the
rotten logs nearby to more simple components, which the isopods and millipedes in their thousands can then ingest so that the
mites and nematodes and copepods can feed and having fed,
pass on their droppings for
the worms to turn and mix
and add with the minerals
to make a food acceptable,
and reachable, to the roots
of that gum tree.
Those roots could not get
at, nor could they utilise,
the nutrients in the dead
leaves or fallen logs, without indispensable help from
many other organisms.

Art and artefacts were also present in
the shelter. The art consisted of charcoal
and red ochre drawings of macropods,
fish and several figures. However, the
drawings were faded and unfortunately
covered by graffiti.

Don’t forget the termites
that were able to break
down the cellulose (and
only with the essential help
of their very own intestinal
bacteria – their own biodiverse fauna) so that other
organisms could get at its
components.

Many stone and bone artefacts were
found including quartz microliths hafted
in Xanthorrhea resin and bone points
possibly used as fishing spear barbs and
in net making. The type of artefacts
found indicates that the cave may have
been occupied around 5000 years ago
and then more recently between 1600800 years ago.

Don’t forget too the insects
Although the investigation of this site
that pollinated the tree’s
has provided some interesting inforflowers so that seeds could
mation, the actual excavation caused
be produced and then disproblems for the archaeologists. Because
persed by ant or bird.
it was a Coronial investigation, the excaSpotted Gum in Angophora Reserve, Avalon. Image M.Macrae
vation was carried out very quickly and
There are also the many insects
sometimes by untrained assistants, and remains were removed
that try to eat the tree, and the many other insects and spiders
from the site. The Aboriginal community representatives were
and birds and insectivorous bats that keep their number in
unhappy with the amount of excavation and by the non-return of
check. There are the dung beetles that silently work away, turnobviously Aboriginal bones.
ing the koala scats (droppings) into the soil for nutrient re-use.
This information is taken from a fascinating and comprehensive
Monograph (184 pages) published by the Office of Environment
and Heritage - “The Archaeology of the Angophora Reserve Rock
Shelter” by Josephine McDonald. It is available through the internet for $5. (There are also many other interesting titles published
by the Office of Environment and Heritage.)

All in all there are thousands of big to small to microscopic species of organisms very, very essential to the health of that one
gum tree.
That, is bio(logical)diversity.
Phil Colman

Sue Anderson
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Autumn Colour: Pink
The Teatree Leptospermum squarrosum is now in abundant flower around Ingleside. Its large pink flowers (sometimes white) are
followed by seed capsules like little pies and are persistent on
the shrub until it dies or there is a fire. It has dark prickly foliage.
Cultivars with double flowers are available, but the simplicity of
the single flowers along the stems is very appealing. You can see
it along the Chiltern Trail, off Chiltern Road, Ingleside.
Leptospermum squarrosum flowers and fruit.
Images M. Macrae

HNCMA Pittwater Estuary Care Grant Work
This project is transforming the weedy banks of Careel Creek into
native vegetation which will link Avalon Dunes with Careel Bay.
Degraded saltmarsh areas around Careel Bay are also being
transformed. The grant funds bush regeneration contractors, but
aims to engage the community in helping with planting tubestock
and raising awareness of the progress of restoration from weeds
to bush.

PNHA was invited to apply for an extra $20,000 for a Stage 2 of
this project. Success! We will now be able to continue with the
project until June 2013.

The community planting day on February 8 was at the corner of
North Avalon Road and Barrenjoey Road. Volunteers began the
planting, later completed and mulch spread by community service
workers. Part of this site is intended to be more open to provide
habitat for the Bush Stone-Curlews, who prefer low vegetation
with fallen branches to hide amongst.
Etival Street in North Avalon ends at Careel Bay, where restoration of saltmarsh and planting along Careel Creek is ongoing. A
community planting day was held here on March 24th.
Thank you to Barrenjoey High School students and teachers who
recently spent the morning planting along the creekline near the
school (image right).

Bangalley Head Landcare Group
This group will be incorporated, enabling it to work on private
land adjoining the reserve and to apply for grants for the reserve
and the adjoining lands. It was initiated by PNHA with assistance
from Hawkesbury Nepean CMA, which provides Landcare groups
(PNHA is classified as one) with insurance suitable for Landcare
activities.
Membership Application
I would like to join Pittwater Natural Heritage Association. I agree with the PNHA’s aims: raising awareness of and preserving our
unique Pittwater natural environment
Name:..................................................................................................................... Signed:.....................................................................
Address:........................................................................................................................................................P/Code …………....................
Email:............................................................................................................ Ph:.......................................... Date:....................................
I would like a paper copy OR emailed newsletter (circle your choice). Membership fee: $20 or $10 pensioner/student.
Post cheque payable to Pittwater Natural Heritage Association to PNHA, PO Box 187, Avalon Beach NSW 2107.
Contact Details: Tel/Fax 02 9918 3368

Email: pnhainfo@gmail.com
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